Sanford S Shaman reviews “Asleep Inside You”
Art South Africa - Summer 2009

Kate Gottgens’ exhibition “Asleep Inside You” is a foray into the
‘grey zone’ of dreams where the black and white of moral literacy is
not operative. Pitting innocence and simplicity against decadence
and eroticism, Gottgens creates a penetrating archive of images that
fade in and out of the grey haze of dreams. Gottgens who was
influenced by Primo Levi’s book, The Drowned and the Saved (1988)
with its discussion of a ‘grey zone’ of complicity within the unthinkable
milieu of the Holocaust, scooped up ashes from her fireplace and
mixed them with her paints to create the ubiquitous grey backgrounds
dominating the exhibition. It was a gesture evocative of Levi’s
unsettling descriptions of the ‘tons’ of human ashes that daily came
out of the crematoria at Auschwitz.
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The disturbing nature of these paintings owes much to the
influence of Levi’s reflections on Auschwitz, amplified by Gottgens own
experience of photographing the contents of a props warehouse in a
rundown part of Cape Town. Described by the artist as “a melancholic
coming-to-rest of the discarded and forlorn”, the “surreal assortment of
objects” she found in the warehouse was the source for most of the
subjects in 87 little paintings (which range in size from 23 x 30 cm to 40 x
50 cm).
These hazy vignettes depict an unlikely range of subjects, from
innocent family photos, babies and placid animal scenes to military
brutality, empty Jungian interiors, and women in erotic ecstasy. In one
haunting image four isolated figures stare vacantly at the viewer from
a desolate landscape suggestive of the environs of a concentration
camp. But the landscape in the world of dreams is shifting and
uncertain, and Gottgens defines very little in the poignantly title-less
images. What is most pertinent about this exhibition is Gottgens’
development of her own ‘grey zone’ that neutralizes the emotional
and ethical currency of her assortment of subjects. She seems to be
functioning like the unconscious mind that does not distinguish
between guilt and innocence as it drives the dream process. What
should be uneasy juxtapositions sit together in a curious peacefulness.
An innocent family portrait and a seamy erotic tableau may be
presented side by side as equals – each merely another hazy entry in
Gottgens’ lexicon of dreams. What the artist captures here is the state
of acceptance of which Holocaust survivors sometimes speak. Levi
described it in The Drowned and the Saved: “We endured filth,
promiscuity and destitution, suffering much less than we would have
suffered from such things in normal life, because our moral yardstick
had changed…only at rare intervals did we come out of this condition
of leveling…”
Praised for its painterly quality, “Asleep Inside You “is a poetic
albeit unsettling view into the enigmatic world of dreams and its
relationship to the chiaroscuro of good and evil.
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